Easy open

Open your bags safely and cleanly
Fillers can now get one step ahead in making their
customers’ lives easier by considering how their bags
will be opened. Easy Open makes opening any type
of bag fast, safe and clean. You no longer need to
worry about contaminating the filled goods and can
avoid handling sharp tools.

Your key benefits:
• Quick and easy opening
• Clean handling of the contents
• No contamination
• Avoid accidents with sharp tools
• Customisable for all types of state-of-the-art bags

An effective concept
The Easy Open concept features an integrated tearopen strip at the bottom of the bag. This allows the user
to easily open the bag and quickly release the content.
The strip is simply pulled as indicated on the bag and
the two sides can now simply be parted to access the
filling good.
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Avoid contamination
Easy Open prevents paper shreds and other particles, which
could contaminate the filled goods when opening the bag with
common tools, from entering the bag. This is especially important in the food, pharmaceutical and chemicals industries and
is also an advantage for building materials. When combined,
for example, with the Hot Lock Bag® – an open-mouth bag with
hygienic hot melt – the Easy Open feature permits the quick
and clean separation of the PE inliner from the protecting paper
bag. The inner bag is therefore left undamaged and the filled
goods remain pure until their final use.

Safety first
When opening the bag with a cutter knife or similar tool, several
risks are present. Besides the risk of contaminating the filled
goods, there is a very high risk that users may injure themselves.
Using Easy Open means additional safety for production
employees and end users. A definite plus for promoting safety.
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Areas of application:
•
•
•
•

Food, feed and seed
Pharmaceuticals
Chemicals and minerals
Cement and other building materials

Available for
• Open-mouth bags
• Valve bags
• All sizes including Mini Bags
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